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There is a lack of knowledge on how people want to be
driven in a highly automated vehicle. First insights show
that preferences of driving styles are widely spread. Many
subjects prefer their own or a very similar driving style.
Swift, anticipatory, safe and naturally-looking driving
styles are favoured.
The aim of the study is to investigate naturally-looking
driving trajectories on rural roads in an oncoming traffic
scenario to better understand people’s preferences
regarding driving styles.

To investigate varying driving trajectories on rural roads
with oncoming traffic, a within-subject design driving
simulator experiment was conducted. 20 subjects
experienced a static (always driving in the centre of the
lane) and a naturally-looking reactive (reacting on
oncoming traffic by moving to the right edge of the lane)
trajectory behaviour. Subjects gave online feedback via a
discomfort handset control, questionnaires and interviews.
Results show that a naturally-looking reactive trajectory
behaviour is preferred over a static trajectory behaviour.
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Driving route and traffic
 Rural road, 3 m lane width
 12 scenarios with five oncoming 

vehicles,  in 9 scenarios one vehicle 
had a lateral offset
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Participants
 20 subjects, 15 male, 5 female
 Age M = 26.85 years (SD = 8.87)

Assessed Variables
 Discomfort handset control

 Questionnaires & interviews
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„Please rate the following aspects on a scale from 0 to 100“

Driving comfort Driving fun Perceived safety Naturally-looking Strain
error bar = ±1SE

*

* < .005

Main result and outlook
Subjects do prefer the natural-looking reactive
trajectory.
Further research topics:
• Variation of oncoming vehicles, e.g. trucks,
• Variation of lane width,
• Variation of oncoming vehicles quantity.


